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Fiction/Sagas

IMMIGRANTS 
vol I.    

English edition

CAPITAL 
OF IMMIGRANTS

The protagonist, Adam Gardov, Soviet emigrant of Jewish origin, who in 70s left from the Soviet 
Union.

After leaving Russia, he flies to Austria, where he was greeted by representatives of Israeli agency 
Sohnut, and he changes plans. Decides, instead of Israel to emigrate to the United States. Waiting for 
American visas takes six months, during which time Adam works in Vienna on the most odious figure of 
emigration of those years — Madame Betina.

There he acquainted with his future wife, Nata and should send her usual exile, to Italy, wait for 
permission to enter America. 

Six months working in Vienna, Adam meets with all kinds of people, characters and destinies. 
Madame Betina offers him assistance in obtaining Austrian residence permit, but Adam refuses to. And 
when he got US visa, he did not hesitate to depart to New York — the city of his dreams.

Life in New York, its surprises and they are rarely pleasant for foreigner: an unfamiliar language, 
apartment, finding a job. the typical for any immigrant series of changing occupations ends with the intent 
to start a business.

Adam tries to establish a business together with former compatriots, but this first pancake didn’t turn 
out to be right and the second attempt is also not success either. But Adam does not surrender and worked 
as a waiter, cashier, bartender, cherishes his dream — having his own place, associated with the restaurant 
business. 

From bright events, unexpected encounter with Nata and the realization that she is his love, his fate, go 
through life. They get married, and have a daughter.

The Story of Adam partly repeats the tortuous journey of other immigrants have moved on permanent 
residence in Europe and the United States. Adaptation, the ups, the downs family and disestablished, new 
hopes. However, unlike many, Adam not aspires to the mercy of fate and providence: he does another try 
to open a new business, destined to leave a trace in the history of America.
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Immigrants 
vol II  

 Russian edition

The New Americans
 

Adam and Nata are opening a new business. A small fast-food fried chicken store. Appear in the quarter 
of new neighbors. New businesses are being opened. The Israelis, the Chinese, the Russians, Balts. Each 
with their own ideas.

Adam takes on with new partner in business. Adam's sister arrives from Washington, Sonia, who had 
moved to America the year before. Sonia helps young parents in the role of nurse. There is a conflict, and 
Sonia was gone. Adam decides to take another partnership and his wife took care of the child. Health 
problems and the operation on Adam. A new partner, Dima and his wife Lina. Lina have their own business, 
beauty salon.

Joint business is gaining momentum, and Adam decides to move forward to open a new business, a 
pizzeria. Dima is ready to participate in this new venture business and invites his friend cooks who came 
from Moscow, Misha. Partners are join in and begins construction of the pizzeria.

Sat location on the Upper East Side of Manhattan. Many problems and obstacles from the outset. It turns 
out insufficient funds for the construction. Adam agrees with builders and suppliers to defer payments. 
Opening of pizzeria. Adam and Misha are working on premises, Dima stays at first business. Things got 
worse and partners decide to liquidate the business and share losses. Adam takes on the payment of all 
obligations and remains by himself. Teetering on the brink of bankruptcy, Adam gradually pays debts and 
business contributions of former partners. The reputation of pizza leaves much to be desired and Adam looks 
for a way out.

Came time to receive US citizenship. The ceremony of receiving documents for "New Americans".
Former colleagues appeared on premature business, Victor and Willy.
They opened the restaurant in Greenwich Village, Bohemian district of New York. Business failed and 

Adam has received a proposal to unite. He refused, and three months later was invited to a Farewell Banquet 
on the closing. Adam offers former colleagues, buy all the equipment. After making the deal, Adam decides 
to close a pizzeria and open a restaurant in this place. Nata endorsed this decision and helps in organization 
and design.

The new restaurant and the first customers. The first success after an article in the Daily News. Nata 
comes in the evening to help. July 4, American Independence Day holiday. New York emptied and Adam 
decides to do this week, collective vacation every year.

Family trip to the Bahamas.



Restaurant is gaining popularity. It’s gets writes up in the Daily News, the New York Times, the Village 
Voice, CNN makes a movie, New Yorker magazine releases a great article. On Channel 5 television, Adam 
appears as a guest. Many other publications. The restaurant workers staff, selected and trained, to be a real 
professional. Several years passed and Adam decides to open one more business. The new venture, called 
Pancake World. But Adam realizes that to hard run two businesses at same time. One of his former waiters, 
Sasha, decided to buy the business. Sasha draws new partner, Misha Swede, and they buy Pancake World! 
New businessmen could not agree and as a result, the business collapses.

Sasha invites Adam to help meet coming from Moscow “new Russians” businessmen to purchase bunch 
of car. It turns out that businessmen are gangsters grouping, a banker living in New York. Problems and 
disassembly, associated with the acquisition and send to Russia big number of cars.

Adam opens a new business, "second hand", to be implemented in Russia.
Familiarity with an official from the Mayor's Office in St. Petersburg, Vilene Horn. A trip to Atlantic City. 

Vilene invites Adam to come visit hometown and thought about opening a joint business.
Adam made calls into St. Petersburg to his old friend Stephen. He is willing to take part in new venture. 

Adam sends him a large quantity of fur coats, second hand.
Russia pass new law. All, who left country before, giving the opportunity get back citizen status. 

Obtaining Russian passports and returning citizenship to replace selected, when leaving the country. New 
times and new developments.

Willy appears, having suffered a final defeat in business. With him to divorce his wife and he is in despair. 
Adam offers Willy to work for him the boss and went to St. Petersburg.

Meeting with Vilene Horn and offers various options for business.
Meeting with the deputy of city mayor Anatoli Sobchak, V. Sergeyev. Adam retrieve a list of the 

necessary investments in various areas of the city Saint Petersburg.
Departure and promise to return.
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Russian edition

People and destinies
The return of Adam after first trip to St. Petersburg. Nata 

works as an artist in book publishing. Nadia is a student in the 
first class. Seasonal holidays in America.

Problems in the restaurant, associated with departure of Adam 
into Russia.

Meeting with Steve Gaines. Discussion on joint limousine business in Russia.
The problem with Nadia's school. One of the birthday girls. Class invited at the Metropolitan Opera and a 

restaurant.
Adam brought from St. Petersburg City Hall's plans for development of infrastructures. Adam and Steve 

turn this proposals to Liman brothers! Meeting at the World Trade Center.
Steve proposes to focus on one of the global issues in St. Petersburg City Hall, garbage collection. 

Partners agreed to work with the International Corporation Golden Garbage.
Order from St. Petersburg, for one of the banks, to manufacture armored car collector.
Adam's second trip to Saint Petersburg with a stopover in Paris.
Various meetings: Vilene Horn, a representative for the European branch of the "Golden Garbage."
Businessmen and investors from the United States. Meeting in St. Petersburg's City Hall. The Treaty on 

cooperation and investment between Golden Garbage and the city of St. Petersburg.
Meeting of Russian and American businessmen. Dashing 90-ies in Russia. Restaurant Metropol.
Trip with American businessmen on the train from Saint Petersburg to Moscow and a meeting with Pavel. 

Hotel in Moscow. Pavel show to Adam different opportunities for doing business in Russia in the 90 's.
Returning to New York. The first review of the Daily New in restaurant section. Business success.
The New York Times magazine, Zagat Survey, the New Yorker magazine and others.
Parting with view. Waiting for the finalization of the Golden Garbage, to send a team to Russia and 

technology for processing waste and garbage of a multi-million-dollar deal with city. A protocol of intentions.
The decision to produce products for wholesale to stores in New York.
CNN crew.
Putsch in Russia. Shooting from the tanks at White House in Moscow. The refusal of the Golden Garbage 

to proceed with Russian project.
Adam realizes the necessity of business expansion. The first delivery of products in gourmet stores of 

New York, flagship Zabars. Thoughts on business expansion.
Commissary kitchen and new partner Mischa Swede.
A trip to Canada and visit the Niagara Falls.
Buying some cars is the next installment of the Pavel for Russia and a trip to the Bahamas.
Order from the owner of the restaurant Russian Tea Room.
Opening of the branch "Blini". Another article in the New York Times and the decision to move to larger 

business premises. The decision to build a small factory-fitted. Capitalization and searches of the building. 
Buying the building. New horizons.
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Adam Travels 
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30 years after
Adam Gardov--traveler, the astute observer, the former 

chef and owner of the famous New York restaurant of many 
years, meeting people with unusual and exciting 
adventures are inextricably linked to gastronomy and 
culinary arts and restaurant business. The first volume of 

the trilogy the travels of Adam, a fascinating story about the peculiarities of national mentality, people in 
different countries and, of course, their attitude to eating habits.

The first volume of the trilogy includes culinary--tours of Adam in Spain (Madrid, Tenerife, Andalusia), 
the islands of Greece and Athens, the coasts of the Red and the Dead seas, the ancient city of Tiberias.

Also, the first volume became part of the collection of Israeli stories: about how to live, celebrating 
weddings and conducting international book exhibition in Jerusalem. And participate to exhibition at 
Frankfurt Book fair 11-15 October 2017 

York restaurants and if all life for couturier is high fashion, for Adam is haute cuisine.
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From Nice to Chicago

Adam Gardov is sent to the next journey. Ahead of the meeting with France, its culture and the rich 
culinary traditions. So, of course, Adam is looking forward to this adventure. French coast: Nice and 
Principality of Monaco, Cannes and then Corsica. Gastronomic delights, the best shops, markets and... 
meeting with real gangsters. 

Travel to Genoa and fortress in Bastia.
The second volume also included several short stories.
Admission to Stone island, is the memories of the 60-ies, and how staged, holidays life in Communist 

Russia. The author talks about how banquets were the Soviet elite, host foreign VIP guests, and any 
unexpected surprises it was fraught.

The third part of the book is devoted to, Israeli stories, which describe two vivid traditions of the Jewish 
people: firstly, a massive kosher wedding, and secondly a national rite of circumcision. At both events, 
happened to be Adam. Also in the series, Israeli stories, included the adventures of Adam in the ancient city 
of Caesarea, in the Park of roses of Baron Rothschild and Park Utopia.

The last story of the second volume is devoted to Adam, visiting Chicago Book Fair held in famous the 
McCormick place. Impressions about the scope, breadth and vivid events and memories about the glory of 
Chicago as Pizzeria capital of America.
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Adam Travel 
volume 3 

Published in Russian language.

From Italy to Germany
 

Adam Gardov again embarks on a journey. This time the plans of visiting Italy, Montenegro, Germany 
and Greece. All trips have a different purpose, but they are united by a common leitmotiv: interest in the 
life and love of cooking.  In the first part of the book Adam goes to the island of Elba, which seduced him 
with an abundance of seafood and excellent seafood cuisine, and then in Rome. His adventures in the 
eternal city permeated with the spirit of nostalgia and memories of a former life in New York.  

The trip to Montenegro, Budva and Kotor, is devoted to the second part of the book. And this journey 
was a surprise to Adam for several reasons. Firstly, he almost knew nothing about this country, and 
therefore not expected such hospitality, ability and variety of seafood. The second pleasant surprise was 
the Montenegrin national cuisine. Well, and thirdly, Adam got to the gathering of aspiring writers, and it's 
not only enriched his experience as an author, but also led to unexpected decision. He decided to visit 
Frankfurt Book Fair to learn more about literature business.

The last trip was to couple of Greek Islands and unusual surprises.

От Эльбы до Франкфурта

Ш и м о н Г а р б е р

ПУТЕШЕСТВИЯ АДАМА 
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